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1. Introduction

Around the mid-twelfth century, Hebrew became the language into which scientific and medical works were translated, copied, commented on and, to a lesser degree, originally written by western Jews. By the end of the century, the Hebrew medical corpus was launched, which was built predominantly on translations, although a few original works were also composed. Regardless their source, the first generations of translators and authors had to strive to transform Hebrew into a language apt to convey scientific and medical knowledge.

The Sefer ahavat nashim, or Book of women’s love, is a Hebrew compilation of different kinds of knowledge relating to the care and preservation of the health and beauty of the human body, especially the female body. Although it has been preserved in only one late fifteenth century copy, it was written by an unknown author, no later than the middle of the thirteenth century, in Catalonia or Provence. The work is eminently practical and, like other compilations of the late Middle Ages, is composed as a recipe book with hardly any theoretical input.

From a linguistic point of view, the Book of women’s love is an extremely interesting work and, I believe, representative of the period and genre in which it was written. The analysis of the linguistic characteristics of this compilation proved very useful to establish the context and date of its composition, as well as some other features related to the process of its textual production and transmission (Caballero-Navas 2004, 15-23).

In this paper I will argue that the writing of the book was highly influenced by a Romance language: Catalan or Old Occitan, or both, since at the period in which the book was written, if we regard the middle of the 13th century as its date of composition, the relationship between both languages was certainly close (Nadal & Prats, 194-205; Riquer & Comas; Paden). I will also discuss how this influence takes place, acknowledging the importance of oral language, and how it affects the grammar, the lexicon and the spelling of the Hebrew in which the compilation was written.

2. Main linguistic features

The most distinctive linguistic characteristic of the book is the supposedly incorrect use of classical Hebrew grammar. The inconsistency in the use of grammatical gender

---
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I have resumed my earlier work on this subject in the framework of the above-mentioned research project, one of whose aims is to recover aspects of Hispano-Hebrew legacy unattended or less attended to by scholars, which are the result of cultural contacts between different traditions. Based on the assumption that not all Hebrew written production has received the same attention from the academic community, the main objective of the research team is to provide further analysis of aspects not addressed so far and, in some cases, to recover a cultural legacy scarcely known. Texts are approached from current perspectives of research which bring light upon contexts of creation, transmission and reception, with especial attention to bi- and multilingual settings.
and number, and the disagreement between subject and verb are relatively frequent. This phenomenon is partly the result of the state of Hebrew usage at the end of the Middle Ages, but also of the compiler’s imperfect knowledge of Hebrew grammar and, as I intend to demonstrate in this paper, of the influence of a Romance language upon his writing.

To see the medieval Hebrew language as a homogenous whole is to disregard the influence on it of the geographical, political, social and cultural differences in which Jewish communities developed during this long period. Throughout the Middle Ages, Jews adopted a new attitude to Hebrew, and used it in a variety of ways, according to the territory in which they were living and the literary genre for which they required it. In the effort to adapt Hebrew to the new demands made by the areas of knowledge on which authors (especially translators) were writing, they were careless over style and created grammatical irregularities, making the criterion of utility or קיום הלשון (Sáenz-Badillos 1993, 251-264; Ferre 1991 and 1998-99; Assis & Magdalena, and Morag).

The Hebrew of the Book of women’s love shares this criterion of utility, in which ease of comprehension by possible readers prevails over all else. This is provided by a great number of transliterations and loan translations of terms, mainly related to the preparation of remedies, which readers probably knew better in the Arabic, Latin or Romance forms, than in those of classical Hebrew, if they existed. Regarding the supposed grammatical errors in the book, although they may in part be due to the linguistic incompetence of the compiler, I should point out that, having compared the text with other sources, the Hebrew in which other late medieval treatises are written is in general lacking in grammatical correctness. Some of the grammatical irregularities that can be observed in the Book of women’s love, shared in different degrees with those other late medieval Hebrew treatises, are: the almost complete disappearance of the particle פָּנִים of the accusative; on occasions, the incorrect use of the construct forms; and profuse disagreements between the number and gender of the nouns, adjectives and verbs (Caballero-Navas 2004, 17). The influence of the Romance language is evident in the grammar, but especially in the vocabulary. It can be perceived in the use of Romance words and also in the spelling of medical and pharmacological terms whose etymology is Latin/Greek and, to a lesser degree, Arabic.

2.1. Grammar

Similarly to Romance vernaculars, Hebrew is a gender-specific language. Interestingly, the lack of agreement between the grammatical gender of nouns, adjectives and pronominal suffixes, and between those and verbs, is one of the most discernible grammatical mistakes in the book. Such grammatical disagreements are due to a variety of factors, among the most important of which are:

1. The ambiguity produced by the morpheme of different gender which some Hebrew nouns take in the plural (Assis & Magdalena, 9). This feature often caused non-sufficiently competent authors, translators and copyist to make mistakes regarding the gender of the accompanying adjective: נִמְשָׁן אַחְדָּא (f. +

---

2 The following are some samples of late medieval Hebrew works that have been studied in this respect: Sefer Hanisyonot (Leibowitz-Marcus); Sefer ha-toledet (Barkai 1991); Zikron ha-holayim ha-hovim be-klei ha-herayon, Terufot le-herayon niqr’a magen ha-roš, and Ha-ma’amor be-toldah niqr’a sod ha-iḥbur (Barkai 1998); Ša’ar ha-na’šim (Caballero-Navas 2003); Sefer refu’ot (Blasco); and Ŝe’ar yaḥšub (Caballero-Navas 2006).
The tendency to use the supposedly generic masculine:

if she eats (m. in Heb.) dates immediately after childbirth.

[to prevent pregnancy]: if she hangs (m. in Heb.) from her neck...

I would like to stress here that the continual use of the masculine grammatical gender—confusing grammatical gender and the sex of people—is common to the history of western textual production, with the result that women have been obliterated from the texts (Grupo NOMBRA; Violi; Rivera Garretas).

3. The confusion between the masculine second person singular and the feminine third person singular of the future tense of verbs, which in Hebrew share the same pattern.

4. The influence of the gender of the nouns in the Romance language spoken in the geographical context where the book was produced, or by the scribe or compiler (Assis & Magdalena, 10).

In my view, the impact of the Romance language on the compiler (or the scribe) contributes in a very notable proportion to the inconsistency of the grammatical genders, causing continual disagreements (Caballero-Navas 2012, 340-341). We can classify the typology of these disagreements attending to the following phenomena:

a. Adjectives whose grammatical gender is different to that of the Hebrew noun to whom they follow, but similar to that of its equivalent Romance noun:

Aranya/aranha viva (f.) (111)

Electuari bo/bon (m.) (117, 149)

Molta set (f.) (121, 167)

Farina verda [de tramussos] (f.) (123)

Crosta seca (f.) (125)

Cabra blanca (f.) (127)

L’aigua/aiga bona (f.) (127)

Aigua/aiga provada (f.) (131)

Aigua/aiga feta (f.s.) (129)

---

3 The numbers in parenthesis refer to the page of the Hebrew edition where the terms and phrases appear (Caballero-Navas, 2004). All the examples that follow will be also referred to the edition in like manner.

4 This is also an instance of disagreement in grammatical number: the noun “water” is masculine plural in Hebrew (ים), while it is feminine singular in the Romance languages [agua, aqua, aigua, aiga, eau]. This is the reason why the adjective, disagreeing completely with the noun, has been written in the feminine singular.
b. Pronouns and pronominal suffixes whose grammatical gender is different to that of the noun that works as their antecedent in the sentence, but similar to that of its Romance equivalent:5

5 Pronouns and pronominal suffixes, as well as the noun to which they refer, have been underlined for the sake of clarity.
6 For disagreement in grammatical number due to the influence of the Romance, see above note 4.
c. Disagreement between the grammatical gender of subject and verb, attending to the grammatical gender of the Romance equivalent of the noun:

-スペル ラーナ (noun m., suffix f.): Cat./Old. Occ. _llana/lana (f.) (133)

-ラカル/レール (noun m., suffix f.): Old. Cat. rai̱i̱rl/rael; Old Occ. raitz/rays (f.) (157)

The fact that certain nouns are systematically in disagreement with the adjectives or verbs, which follow or precede them, gives consistency to my argument. That is, these discrepancies are not the result of scribal mistakes, but of the ascendance upon his writing of the language that the compiler (or the scribe) was most familiar with. Most probably his mother tongue.

2.2. Lexicon: Terms transliterated from other languages

One of the main complexities that the translation of the Book of women’s love presented was the great number of non-Hebrew words written in Hebrew characters or le’azim, and of Hebrew words whose known meaning did not correspond to the needs of the text. As Hebrew scholars have established regarding the medieval stage of that language, the necessity to adapt to the new cultural requirements obliged Hebrew to acquire lexical resources to make up its deficiencies. Thus, the pioneers of medical and scientific writing created a lexicon of terms and expressions for medicine and pharmacology, which did not yet exist in Hebrew. In the same vein, some authors elaborated glossaries of terms to facilitate the identification and understanding of medical, pharmacological, and technical terminology in a multilingual context.

Neologisms were made from words or roots of words in classical Hebrew and given new meanings, semantic borrowing was practised and words from other languages transliterated (Ferre 1991, 90). Therefore, this compilation uses a series of Biblical and/or Rabbinical terms whose semantic content was adapted to denote a reality for which Hebrew had no name. These new meanings did not appear out of nowhere, obviously, but were the result of a process of transformation from the semantic field to which they belonged and arose as a consequence of either the attempt to qualify and

---

7 Ibidem.
8 Nouns and verbs have been underlined for the sake of clarity.
9 During the nineties of the 20th century, scholars began to pay attention to the linguistic strategies and techniques developed by medieval translators and authors of science and medicine to adapt Hebrew to new uses. For example, Sáenz-Badillos (1993, 251-264), Ferre (1991, and 1998-99), Assis & Magdalena, and Morag. Later on, the numerous and relevant studies of Gerrit Bos –often published in collaboration with other scholars– on medical and general Hebrew terminology, devised in the main by translators from Arabic into Hebrew, as well as on medical glossaries and synonym lists, have enhanced our understanding of medieval Hebrew terminology. For some examples of his work, see Bos & Ferre & Mensching, Bos & Mensching (2000 and 2015). and Bos (2011, 2013, 2016).
10 Apart from the works by Bos and his collaborators cited in the previous note, see Olmo & Magdalena, as well as Magdalena.
specify the content so as to signify a new reality, or through metonymy based on semantic transference. Examples of the preciseness of meaning are מִרְכָּחָה, which in classical Hebrew means compress, bandage, and in medieval medical texts changes to mean poultice;¹¹ and חַפֶּלֶת (drug, mixture of spices), which in this text – and in others (Mcvaugh & Ferre, 92-93, 106-107 and 110-111)— signifies "electuary".¹² Both terms have been identified with their new meanings to such a point that, when they appear in the manuscript, they are given the grammatical gender of the vernacular translation of the word, not that of the Hebrew:

מרכתת מטב (noun f. + adj. m.): Cat. electuari bo (m.) (117, 149)
מַרְכָּחָה (adj. m. + noun f.): Cat. aquest electuari (m.) (141, 147, 159)
תִּתְבַּשָּׁת (adj. m. + noun f.): Cat. aquest emplastre (m.) (151)
מַרְכָּחָה שָׁהָאִי מַטְבּ (noun f. + pronouns and adj. m.): Cat. Aquest electuari està provat i és bo (m.) (147)
תִּתְבַּשָּׁת טָב (noun f. + adj. m.): Cat. Emplastre bo (m.) (165)
מרכתת מופלא (noun f. + adj. m.): Cat. Electuari meravellós (m.) (165)
מרכתת ביש (noun fem. + adj. m.): Cat. Electuari sec (m.) (167)

Regarding metonymy, the Hebrew word פָּטִילָה, which signifies wick or plait, acquires, as a result of semantic transference, the meaning of pessary (a medical substance introduced into the body by means of a vaginal suppository).¹³ The same happens to the term כֵּרֶב (cotton wool), which at times in this manuscript also takes the meaning of pessary.¹⁴ Although it should be pointed out that in these two specific instances the process of semantic transference is similar to that which they have undergone in Romance languages. For example, in medical treatises written in Castilian, we find that mecha and tritafe (wick) are also synonyms for pessary,¹⁵ which raises the question whether this is a case of metonymy or a loan translation from another language.

With regard to loan translations, it is extremely difficult to discover from which language they have been produced and when they became current. This occurs because the language of scientific works in general has several underlying strata consisting of the original Greek, the translations and original works written in Arabic, and those written in Latin. Nevertheless, in the Book of women’s love, it is evident that expressions have been borrowed that are common in the Latin and vernacular treatises devoted to women. For example, the use of the word “flowers”, פרחים, for menses,¹⁶ or that of “mother”, אֹם, for the uterus.¹⁷ Ron Barkai has suggested that the predominance of the word רהמ (rehem) for the uterus shows a textual influence of Arabic, in which a very similar term exists (rahim), while in the texts translated from or influenced by Latin medical literature the term-earth is preferred, which, according to Barkai, is the translation of the word matrix (Barkai 1998, 54). Although I share with him the view that the differing

¹⁴ Ibidem (115, 149, 151, 153, 155, 157, 159, 161, 167).
¹⁵ See the glossary of Bernard of Gordon, Lilia de Medicina (1991).
¹⁶ On this tradition, see Green (21). For the occurrence of the word פרחים with the meaning of menstruation in the compilation, see Caballero-Nava (2004, 157, 159, 171).
¹⁷ Ibidem (149, 153, 156, 157, 161, 171, 172, 173).
use of each of these two terms can serve to uncover their different origins, I believe, nevertheless, that, at least in the case of the Book of women’s love, the term סלע is not the loan translation of the word matrix, but of mother [madre, mare, maire], the Romance translation of the Latin term. This Romance word was used often in treatises written in or translated into the vernacular and, undoubtedly, in the linguistic surroundings in which the compiler “heard” many of the other terms he has introduced in this work.

All the same, the option most used in the Sefer ahavat nashim to fill the terminological gaps in Hebrew is the transliteration of words from other languages. I have counted approximately 470 non-Hebrew terms. However, I have noted transliterated or aljamiado words of which Hebrew versions already existed; in fact, at times, the Hebrew term is alternated with the transliterated one. Both usages appear to arise partly from the writer’s deficient knowledge of the Hebrew lexicon but also from an undeniable influence of the local vernacular language. This indicates that the compiler and the possible readers, even when they knew the Hebrew term, were perhaps more familiar with the Romance use and preferred it for that reason. Some examples are:

Garlic: Heb. סֶלֶע; transliteration, אָל [’al] (Cat. all) (133).

Citron: Heb. כִּדרָה; transliteration, סיטרי (Rom. cidra, Lat. pomum citrinum) (149).

Rind, peel: Heb. כִּדרֵה; transliteration, קורטיס (Rom. corteza) (149).

Honey: Heb. דבש; transliterations, מֶלי, מֶלי, mi’el] (Rom. mel, miel) (133, 149).

Cupping glasses: Heb. עֵץ; transliteration, ונטווza [wențoza] (Rom. ventosa) (157).

Among the aljamiado terms are to be found, mainly, words relating to medicinal products and therapeutic procedures, units of measurement (most of Greek and Latin origin) and, occasionally, organs and parts of the body. But also words of daily life taken more directly from the language spoken in the compiler’s or copyist’s background. For example,

אָרָמש (’ermos’a]: Cat. hermosa (beautiful) (111).

עֵדֶרָלָא [qornel.’a]: Cat./Old Occ. cornella/cornelha (raven) (143).

קָטרֶס [qatortes]: Cat./Old Occ. catorze (fourteen) (139).

Another feature I have found interesting, it is the substitution of the preposition לש (of) by the transliteration of the Romance preposition de – ṭ and ᵃ – prefixing or preceding the word, in transliterated phrases. Although the use of the preposition ṭ is found in Rabbinic literature – due to Aramaic influence (Pérez Fernández, 27) – I believe that in this context it is the result of the influence of the vernacular. For example:

בייחוּ רַדְרַשְׁרֵה: berries of ground ivy (133).

Precisely in the above-mentioned Castilian version of Bernard de Gordon’s Lilium medicinae. Also in other vernacular treatises, as the Catalan called Tròtula, of which only one 14th-century manuscript is preserved; and the French treatise, Des aides de la maire et de ses medicines, of which three 15th-century manuscript copies from the south of France are known to us. See Cabré i Pairet, and Caballero-Navas (2004, 14, 22, 27-31).
Many of the transliterations are of terms which origin is Greek, Latin or, in a lesser degree, Arabic, but which have been already integrated into Romance languages. This seems to be reflected in the pronunciation, which as a reading of many of them shows, it is very close to the form found in the medieval stage of Romance languages and, even, at times, today. In the same way, plural endings frequently take a sibilant as a desinence of number, a sibilant that does not always appear in the plural of Latin declensions. As I will discuss below, this sibilant is often preceded by the Hebrew letter yod (י), which I have interpreted as the Catalan ending -es for the feminine plural (Caballero-Navas, 2004, 29).

Nevertheless, the question as to which Romance language is hidden behind the transliterations and influences the book’s grammar is still difficult to answer with absolute certainty. The level of linguistic homogeneity found in various treatises (at least those that I have consulted) written or translated into Hebrew in different regions of the Christian territories of the Iberian Peninsula and Southern France, makes it difficult to identify the Romance language that has influenced this work. When an attempt is made to ascribe to a particular Romance language the origin of a transliterated word, one discovers that this spelling or pronunciation has been found in, or is even common to, several of these languages. The reason for this similarity among technical words in Romance languages is that most scientific, technical and pharmacological terms came to them largely through Latin, which in turn took them from Greek or, at some extent, from Arabic, and many are learned expressions acquired from translations of scientific works. As a result, they lack an evolutionary process, which could produce differences. All the same, I believe I have identified in this text a number of terms that seem to have been transliterated from Catalan and/or Occitan, languages that until the 13th century shared lexicon and grammatical structures. Yet, and despite the strong lexicographical similarities between both languages, the actual spelling of these terms seems, in general, to be closer to Catalan:

- אורמית: [’orpiment]: Cat. and Old Occ. orpiment (orpiment) (121, 123).
- אל: [’al]: Cat./Old Occ. all/alh (garlic) (133).
- אסנט: [’enšens]: Cat. and Old Occ. encens (incense) (155).
- אסקמא: [’esqu’ma]: Cat. and Old Occ. escuma (foam) (139).
- אסקוריל: [’esquirol]: Cat./Occ. esquirol/escurol (esquirol) (127).
- אליסנדר: [’alesandre]: Cat. aleixandre (alexanders) (155).
- בורה: [boriś]: Old Cat. borraix, boraix; Old Occ. borrais (borax) (129, 163).

19 Apart from the medical texts cited above in note 2, I have also consulted the following medieval dictionaries and published glossaries: Sáenz-Badillos (1987), Olmo & Magdalena, Díaz Esteban, Feliu, Magdalena, and Baum.
20 Bos and Mesching also point to the lack vowels as a factor for ambiguity in the identification of the language to which a Romance word belongs (2000, 52).
21 According to Diaz Esteban, a single letter lamed is used to reproduce the final "ll" in Catalan (1983, 76).
171).

[genibre]: Cat. and Old Occ. genibre (ginger) (147).
[di’amant]: Cat. diamant (diamond) (173).
[violes]: Cat. violes; Old Occ. violas/violetas (violets) (131, 161).
[maurela]: Cat. maurella; Occ. maurela/morela (deadly nightshade) (161).
[magnét]: Cat./Old Occ. magnet/magneta (magnet) (143).
[man’a granadah]: Cat. magrana, mangrana; Old Occ. milgrana (pomegranate) (167).
[marrubi]: Cat.?Old Occ. marrubi/marrubium (horehound) (151, 173).
[ni’el’a, nii’el’a, niel’a]: Cat./Occ. niella/niela (black cumin) (159, 161, 163).
[nacr’a]: Cat. nacre, nacra (mother of pearl) (173).
[poli’ol]: Cat. poliol; Old Occ. pulegi (pennyroyal) (157, 159, 173).
[pinyon, pinyoś]: Cat. pinyó, pinyons; Occ. pinho (pine nuts) (143, 149).
[pastenagaš]: Cat. and Old Occ. pastenaga, pastanaga (parsnip) (141).
[rosat]: Cat./Old Occ. rosat/rozat (of roses) (167).
[rozes]: Cat./Old Occ. roses/rozas (roses) (109, 147, 167).
[romani]: Cat. romani/romanill; Occ. romanim (rosemary) (145, 147, 149,151, 153, 163, 171).

2.3. Spelling and phonetics

The spelling in the manuscript is quite heterogeneous due, principally, to the large number of words transliterated from other languages. The diversity of the spellings used for one particular term, which produces a great number of variants, is the result of several factors but the most obvious, because it occurs so frequently in the manuscript, is the difficulty of transliterating the phonemes of those other languages into Hebrew characters. That is to say, the difficulty of adapting the letters of the Hebrew alphabet to the phonemes it is trying to reproduce. This is due in part, to the ambiguous phonetic value of some Hebrew characters and to the confusion produced by the similarity between the sound of some Latin and Hebrew letters. But it is due also to the alternation of Hebrew whole of defective writing, and to the transliteration of the same term from two different languages (Garbell, Diaz Esteban).

Some examples are:

a. Similar phonetic value of some Hebrew letters:

Birthwort: [’aristology’ah, ’aristology’ah] (159, 163, 171)
Camphor: [kamfor’a, qamfor’a] (125, 129, 167)
Marjoram: [mographerah, mayor’an’a] (139, 163, 167).

Mastic: [maštiq, maštiq] (125, 129, 131, 133, 135, 137, 139, 147, 149, 151, 157, 161, 165, 167, 169).

b. Alternation of whole or defective writing:

Spikenard: [’əspiq nard, ’əspiq nardi] (119, 133, 139, 145, 147, 149, 153, 155, 159, 162, 165).

Storax calamita: [’esṭoraq qalamiti, ’esṭoraq qalamiti] (147, 153, 155).

Camomile: [q’amamil’a, q’amamil’a, qamamil’a] (123, 155, 163).

c. Transliteration of a same term from two different languages:

Lee: [farsi, pr’asi]: Ar. furasiyyum; Lat. prasium (161).

Pennyroyal: poli’ol, pulegi: Cat. poliol; Old. Occ. pulegi; Lat. pulegium. (133, 139, 145, 149, 151, 163, 171)

Violet: [wi’oleṭ’a, wi’oles]: Cat. violes; Lat. violeta. (145, 159, 161, 165).

Rosmary: [rozmarin, romani, roş marin]: Cat. romanii/romanill; Lat. ros marinus (145, 147, 149, 151, 153, 163, 171).

In my view, the heterogeneity of the spelling of the transliterated words is, on the one hand, a reflection of the use of these terms in vernacular languages, in which also a wide range of variants of many of them are found, and on the other, the phonetic evolution of Hebrew in contact with the languages surrounding it. It was precisely this diversity of variants, together with a study of some vernacular glossaries22 that made me consider the possibility that the transliterations were based on sounds, on the actual pronunciation of the language spoken in the social environment. The pronunciation of many of the transliterated terms that appear in the treatise is very close to the documented spelling of these words in Romance languages. The manuscript itself contains certain indications that prove the influence of the spoken Romance language on the text written in Hebrew. That is, the oral influence of local languages upon written Hebrew. Often, when a synonym is added to a certain word the compiler – or the copyist – puts before it the phrases “which they call ... ”, “called ... ”, and even on one occasion he writes specifically “in the foreign language cornella, which I have heard is a small raven” (my emphasis), cornella being a Catalan term. Moreover, I would like to point out that the spelling of the transliterated words in the Book of women’s love shares strong correspondences with Catalan spelling, which strengthen the argument in favour of being the Catalan the language that influences this book. I particularly note the use of yod (י) and the sibilant šin/šin (ש) as morphemes of the feminine plural, which I have interpreted as the Catalan ending -es- for that grammatical gender and number [violet, violeta; romani, roses] (Caballero-Navas 2004, 20; Bos-Mesching 2011, 53). It is also

22 See above note 19.
significant the use of nun-yod (י) to represent the Catalan sound ny [ɲi], which in old Occitan is represented by nh; and the use of double lamed, to represent Catalan ll [ʎ], which in old Occitan is lh.

3. Conclusion

I have argued at the beginning of this paper that, what appears to be the compiler’s incorrect use of Hebrew could be a consequence of a number of factors deriving from contemporary usage, a male-centred view of the world, and even the man’s own limited knowledge of Hebrew grammar. Nevertheless, I believe that the influence of the Romance language of the area in which the book was written or compiled provides the work with some of its more relevant features. The weight of the Catalan (or Occitan) upon the book has contributed to certain deviations from the Hebrew grammar and has provided the text with a wide range of non-Hebrew terminology. Either features, though in different degrees, are present in a considerable number of Hebrew medical treatises written or translated at this period.

It is worth remembering here that similar to the usage of Arabic by the Jewish communities in Islamic countries, Romance languages had become the mother languages of Jews in the West. Actually, the expertise in the use of the vernacular enhanced learned Jews’ access to works written or translated into the Romance languages, whose use for scientific purposes had experienced a shift from the 13th century onwards (Cifuentes; Alberni, Badia, Cifuentes & Fidora).

The Book of women’s love provides us of another instance of the close contact between Jewish and vernacular production on healthcare. This contact, perceived in its linguistic features, is also shown by the important parallels this compilation shares with the Catalan treatise called Tròtula and the French treatise known as Des aides de la maire et de ses medicines (Cabrè; Caballero-Navas 2004, 14, 22, 27-31). In my view, such works as the Book of women’s love are a key for the better understanding of the links between Latin and Hebrew medical traditions in the Middle Ages. We can trace textual influence in them and, at the same time, they are a mirror of the interaction between people of Christian and Jewish communities.
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